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Mechanical disc brakes 
with cut-o� 700c tyres

36V 10.4Ah 374Wh battery, 
integrated into the frame

E-bike dimensions

All images are inserted for illustrative purposes, the products may undergo changes.
* Subject to variations based on the rider's weight, on the road conditions and on the temperature.

TYRES 700c brand Kenda
black aluminum, double wall rims

aluminum, Zoom 106D, suspension fork - spring system
Prowheel 38T - 170mm, chain KMC
Neco-WP-302, city
aluminum 6061, with rear wheel lock
25Km/h
CY - Argento logo, high elastic foam, black
aluminum seat post  with internal shock absorber

aluminum, Zoom city

XL - Argento logo, ergonomic - rubber

36V 10.4Ah 374Wh, integrated

42.0V 2.0A

Mechanical Disc Brake System, brand Logan, 
brake lever with cut o� sensor

Shimano Tourney 7 speed with rear derailleur

front light: LED, DH003E 36V DC. Rear light: LED, 
DR009 (rear carrier)

from 40 to 70km, this data depends on: level of assistance
used, driver's weight, muscle power applied in pedaling, tire
pressure, road slope, number of stops and restarts

Bafang 36V 250W 45Nm, rear
pvc with side supports - black/black

rear, side model, adjustable

rear (max load 25 kg)

100kg

RIM

FRONT FORK
CRANKSET
PEDALS
FRAME
MAX SPEED
SEAT
SEAT POST

HANDLEBAR

GRIPS

BATTERY

RECHARGE PACK BATTERY

GROSS WEIGHT BATTERY
NET WEIGHT

GROSS WEIGHT
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

All images are inserted for illustrative purposes, the products may undergo changes.
* Subject to variations based on the rider's weight, on the road conditions and on the temperature.

BRAKES

SHIFTER

LIGHTS

RANGE*

MOTOR
FENDER

KICKSTAND

REAR RACK

MAX LOAD WEIGHT

DISPLAY
LCD display waterproof with battery level indicator - PAS level
indicator - On / O� light - Walk assist - Error codes - Bluetooth
connection - Parameter configuration menu

2.6Kg
20.2Kg

~22.8Kg
148 x 25 x 84cm

Imported and distributed by M.T. Distribution Srl
via Bargellino 10c/d, 40012, Calderara di Reno, (BO) Italy
www.platum.com
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URBAN BEAT
The way you move

city e-bike


